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Don’s Business Perspective
Going back to an old comparison, unfortunately the market’s roller coaster ride is back. The market actually set a
record earlier this year for the longest-ever streak of tranquility1, although that period of steadiness appears to be over.
During a relatively short period of time, we have gone from minimal volatility to extreme volatility. Given a choice, I
prefer stability, and most likely, you do too. Just like a roller coaster, we saw the markets start the year with tremendous
gains in January, give up those gains later in the first quarter, then proceed bounce around in the second quarter. As of
this writing, the markets are just about back where they were when the year started.
From my perspective, the markets and the economic fundamentals continue to look good and I see no logical reason
to expect any big drops in the market. I continue to ignore the news media that tries to scare everyone with their financial
gloom and doom and instead choose to watch a good old-time comedy. I do want to mention that I was correct when
I predicted in my last newsletter, “I don’t expect 2018 to be nearly as smooth a ride as 2017.” This is one situation in
which I would have rather been wrong.
I am thoroughly enjoying working with my son, Michael, and I encourage you to introduce yourself to him the next
time you are in our office.
God Bless and I wish you nothing but the best of health and happiness this year.
Don
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The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual.
All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. The economic forecasts set forth this material may not develop as predicted.

Wheels, Wings & Wishes
On June 24, The Speakman Financial Group participated in Wheels, Wings & Wishes at Moon Park as a sponsor
of the Pittsburgh Rocks booth. Despite the forecast, it was a perfect and sunny day for a fantastic car show to benefit
the Make-A-Wish Foundation. It was surely a fun-filled day with an incredible display of both classic and new cars, live
music, food vendors, raffles, and ride-alongs for kids! At the Pittsburgh Rocks booth, kids and adults gathered round
to decorate and paint rocks, either to keep or hide in local parks in and around the city. For more information about
this incredible event visit www.wheelswingswishes.com or to find out details about Pittsburgh Rocks,please visit www.
facebook.com/PittsburghPaintsRocks.

New Website
We are very excited to announce The Speakman Financial Group has launched a brand-new website. For those of you
who are familiar with our page, we can still be found at www.speakmanfinancial.com. You will be pleased to discover
updated articles, tools, and information about our services. The website can also be used to access important account
information for clients who have enabled AccountView, MoneyGuidePro, and Guided Wealth Portfolios. Our new site
is fully functional on computers, laptops, tablets, and mobile devices. When you have a moment, please check it out!

Don’s Personal Perspective
I hope everyone is
enjoying the warmer
weather,
although
it seemed like last
winter would never
end! As I look back
on the first half of
2018, I realize just
how busy Jamie and I
have been. We spent
much of the winter at
our home away from
home in the Caymans.
As usual, we enjoyed
our time in the
sunshine, going to see
movies, taking long
walks, and working
out. We had the opportunity to host friends who needed
an escape from the cold, which is always a wonderful
experience for us. Jamie has been busy overseeing some
home projects, which, as I’ve said before, are always more
expensive and take longer than expected. I’ve also spent a
good bit of time reading, as I am working toward my goal
of reading 100 books this year.

and Steve, and three of our grandchildren, Harper, Owen
and Quinn. The day before our trip, I fractured a rib.
Although that presented a few challenges and limitations,
we still had a blast!
Overall, our health reports have been great. Jamie
does a great job of ensuring that I maintain a healthy diet
and lifestyle. She has truly mastered the art of creating
fresh, healthy, and delicious meals! We are very thankful
and I count my blessings every day.
God Bless,
Don

We enjoyed a short trip to Las Vegas with some of our
longtime friends. The highlight of the trip was seeing Brad
Garrett, from Everybody Loves Raymond. I’ve seen his
stand-up comedy routine in the past, but he continues to
make me laugh until it hurts. If you are ever in Vegas, I
would highly recommend his show!
In March, I attended a fantastic conference sponsored
by LPL in Key Biscayne, Florida. In addition to gaining
insight and ideas from respected colleagues, I was fortunate
to meet David Cameron, who held the office of Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom from 2010-2016. He
presented an excellent overview of worldwide economic
conditions to those in attendance.
Later in the month, Jamie and I returned to the
Caymans to host some colleagues, for what has become an
annual get-together. This year felt exceptionally special,
as it was Michael’s first time participating in our group.
He made a major contribution to our meeting, and I am
confident that he learned a lot as well.
We are very blessed with our seven grandchildren who
are all healthy and doing well. They are incredibly active
in a variety of sports and are looking forward to warm
summer weather and enjoying time in the swimming pool.
Jamie and I went to Boston this winter to visit with Heather
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Getting to Know Us
Getting to Know All About US
Dictionary.com defines the word teamwork as “cooperative or coordinated effort on the part of a group of persons
acting together as a team or in the interests of a common cause.” Here, at The Speakman Financial Group, our common
cause is to take care of our clients like they are our family. Our team is also like family, and since we have some newer
family members, this is an appropriate time to introduce or re-introduce them and their “positions” on the team. Then,
when you have a need or question, you’ll know who is best able to assist and you won’t be strangers!
Don Speakman - LPL Financial Advisor
Primary Role: Fearless Leader who has grown The Speakman Financial Group as a firm since entering his vocation in
1978. He has helped many families plan for and seek to protect retirement assets and continues to enjoy these relationships,
which often span decades. He just likes to help people!
Fun Facts: He loves reading mystery novels by James Patterson.
Charlene Logan - LPL Financial Advisor
Primary Role: Char is a cross between a teacher and counselor. Whether it’s marriage, divorce, widowhood, or a growing
family, Char specializes in working with clients in life transitions, using her own personal experiences as her guide.
Fun Facts: Growing up Charlene had quite the variety of pets – a rabbit name Bambi, a rooster named Scooter, and Betsy,
a St. Bernard. Also, one of Char’s bucket list items is to ride her motorcycle cross-country on the famous Route 66.
Michael Speakman - LPL Financial Advisor
Primary Role: Michael has been growing into this role literally since birth! He shares his father’s affinity for working
with numbers, but his personality is all his own. While newer to our team, he has six years of experience under his belt,
working at Vanguard prior to joining our firm.
Fun Facts: Michael’s dream vacation is to travel into space! Although that maybe a long shot, he loves to travel and plan
vacations. Currently, he and his wife are organizing a trip to Germany for Oktoberfest next year.
Katie Bichler - LPL Registered Administrative Assistant
Primary Role: Katie has grown into supervising, as well as executing all aspects of client service and account processing.
With our growing firm and additional responsibilities, she is relying on assistance from other team members. When you
call with a customer service concern, help us help you (and Katie)! If you are calling with a routine service request, please
let the greeter know- it may NOT be Katie who can best help with that! Rest assured, if your service requires Katie’s
touch, we will surely connect you with her.
Fun Facts: You may not know, but Katie is very creative! She loves themed party planning, paper crafting, and Pinterest.
When she’s not getting crafty, Katie enjoys being outdoors and skiing with her children, or being anywhere with a beach.
David Speakman - Office Manager
Primary Role: Office Manager, which is code for making sure we all have what we need to do our jobs. While his work
is done behind the scenes, we couldn’t function without him!
Fun Facts: David enjoys working out and staying in shape. He’s also an avid pool player and loves riding his motorcycle.
Paul Speakman - Client Relations/Information Technology
Primary Role: Paul keeps our workflow flowing as our computer/IT Support person. Equally important is his role as
the New Relationship Coordinator for our Friends Helping Friends referral program. If you know someone who should
know about us and the work we do, Paul would like to speak to you about them!
Fun Fact: Paul is a nature lover! He spends his weekends enjoying the outdoors in his motorhome with his wife and dog.
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Paula Abramovitz - Marketing Coordinator/Receptionist
Primary Role: Our receptionist and greeter, Paula’s role has changed from when she first joined us in 2014. Now that
Mary Ann has officially retired, Paula has stepped up to fill our reception area with laughter, wit and charm. She is now
also leading our firm’s efforts as Marketing Coordinator, which entails planning our workshops, social events and client
communications, like this newsletter.
Fun Facts: Paula has seen her favorite band, Phish, in concert nearly 50 times! Also, she loves to tap dance and is
passionate about photography.
Judy Elias - Appointment Coordinator/Administrative Assistant
Primary Role: Judy maintains schedules for Don, Charlene and Michael, which sometimes can feel like herding cats!
Judy has been an important relationship manager and has gotten to know and care about our clients over her 18 years
on our team. She also helps as a greeter to our guests who call or visit.
Fun Fact: Judy loves dancing. Whether it’s ballroom, cha-cha or polka, Judy’s happy place is on the dance floor!
Karen Galanda - Administrative Assistant
Primary Role: Personal Assistant to Don and is an integral liaison between our office and LPL Financial. She assists with
several varied, yet important customer service related tasks, like processing address changes. She also helps out as backup greeter to guests who call or come into the office.
Fun Facts: Karen has ridden through 44 states in the United States on her motorcycle! She has 3 grandchildren that she’s
just crazy about.
Jennifer Scheller - Administrative Assistant
Primary Role: Preparing detailed information for client review meetings. Jennifer prepares and updates files and balance
sheets to ensure that all our advisors can provide guidance based on accurate and complete information. She also assists
Katie with various client servicing requests such as beneficiary changes.
Fun Facts: Jennifer once danced on stage in Disney World! Her dream vacation destinations are Hawaii and Ireland.
Steve Jobs of Apple is credited with saying, “Great things in business are never done by one person. They’re done by
a team of people.” We just like to say that teamwork makes the dream work! So, don’t be afraid to chat with another
team member, with whom you haven’t had much contact in the past. We are all family!!

Golf Clinic
Although it began a bit chilly, as the morning passed, it turned
into a nearly perfect and sunny day at Chartiers Country Club
for our annual golf clinic. On May 23, we were joined by nearly
20 clients and guests to work on the fundamentals of their golf
game. Led by the club pros, Joe Klinchock, Dan Crowley, and
Mary Anne Klinchock, attendees separated into groups to focus
on three areas: driving, chipping, and putting. After participating
in all three circuits, our guests put their skills to the test with
a couple of friendly competitions in which the winners received
sleeves of golf balls. Then, we headed in for a delicious lunch
buffet, complete with a variety of salads and chocolate chip
cookies for dessert! For those in attendance, we hope that the
takeaways you learned during the clinic help you to knock a few
strokes off your game this summer and we thank you for joining
us. Additionally, we would like to send a special “thank you” to
our clients who brought a guest with them – we appreciate the
opportunity to meet the people who are important to you!
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Thoughts From Char
The First Time
It was a school day in early spring of 1972. I was making my way back to my second grade class after lunch. That’s
back when kids could still walk to school, and go home for lunch! My route took me from the South Side slopes, down
27th Street and under the train trestle to St. Peter School on Sarah Street. I was used to the train traffic that ran through
my neighborhood, which I could see from my house on the hill. The clickity-clack was a familiar sound, but I really
didn’t like to walk under the trestle when trains passed overhead. I would run like the wind when that happened!
Just beyond the sidewalk, under the trestle, was another set of street-level train tracks, which went to a warehouse
situated on the left side of 27th Street. I had never seen a train on them. Perhaps they were like other things from
bygone days that just weren’t used anymore. Sister Adeline had told us about such things as she waxed nostalgic with
her second-graders. She told great stories, either from the Bible or from her previous students’ experiences. One of them
was about some young kids who hadn’t heeded the warning to stay away from the trains and an attempt to “jump the
train” went horribly wrong!
As I made my way toward the trestle, I could hear the sound of an engine and was concerned it was heading toward
me. The closer my steps brought me to the trestle, the louder the engine sounded. But it wasn’t like the sound of the
moving trains. So I pressed on, but as I proceeded under the trestle, I could see on my right, just beyond the trestle wall
what was making that noise: the BIGGEST TRAIN ENGINE EVER!! And it was idling on the street level. And I had
to pass in front of it to get back to school. I was terrified!
I stopped dead in my tracks. My heart raced. My palms got sweaty. This was the first time I ever encountered a
train on the street level. What was I to do? I didn’t want to be THAT close to a train - especially one THAT big with
its engine running! I recalled Sister Adeline’s story and my mother’s warnings, but I had to go back to school. Alas, this
young girl was experiencing one of her first of many battles with FEAR.
How we navigate through life often comes down to how we deal with fear. “Face your fears,” was one of John’s
familiar lines. Fear comes from the unknown, the unfamiliar, or a recall of something unpleasant. Comfort comes with
the familiar and predictable.
I learned in many of Sister Adeline’s stories, and my own faith
journey, God didn’t make us for comfort, we were made for greatness.
When we are transitioning to a new job, retirement, from school to
work, from being single to being married or being married and living
single again, there is bound to be the unknown and unfamiliar. And
there is likely going to be some unpleasantness. We will have to deal
with some things for the first time. I also learned from Sister Adeline
and my journey, God doesn’t want us to be afraid! So let’s prayerfully
embrace the adventure!
When was the last time YOU did something for the first time? I’m
challenging you to join me in facing your fears and trying something
new. It doesn’t have to be a heroic feat. It might be just getting the
nerve to call an old friend or learning something new. Please share with
me your experience of doing something that fear has kept you from
doing. What did you do? How did you feel? What did you learn about
yourself? I’d love to hear about it in a note or an email. Your example
might encourage someone else toward their own “greatness.”
When I look back at that second grader, I’m so glad she was able to
take a deep breath and run like the wind across those tracks.
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On the Bright Side
Did you know that a grizzly bear eats 90 pounds of food per day during the fall as it prepares to hibernate? According to National Geographic, female bears often give birth during hibernation without waking up. When spring comes,
the adult bear opens her eyes to see her new born cubs for the first time. My wife, Megan and I are heavy sleepers, but I
can’t envision anyone sleeping through labor.
Like the grizzly bear prepares for the winter, it is important as investors that we remember that the market moves
in cycles. The past year was filled with very pleasant investment results, but this year has proven to be more challenging
so far. Although the markets have been volatile, we are still optimistic about the future of our economy. According to JP
Morgan Research, U.S. Corporations were holding approximately 2.4 trillion in cash and investments last year. That figure is roughly 60% higher than the amount corporations were holding in 2009. This cash should contribute to economic
growth and stability moving forward.
It sure has been nice to see some sunshine here in Pittsburgh. Although the winter was brutal, it wasn’t as bad as it
may have seemed. Believe it or not, this year’s winter didn’t rank among the top 10 coldest in Pittsburgh’s history. With
that in mind, I will admit that Megan and I did miss the mild Charlotte weather during all the freezing temperatures, but
we are still very happy to be home and near our families. Despite the long winter, Megan and I trained for the Pittsburgh
Marathon Relay this spring. We ran segments of the race with several friends and our team finished in just over four
hours. I’m proud to say that I ran roughly 14 miles of the race and really enjoyed reading all the signs along the course
that spectators made to encourage runners. My personal favorite was, “Run like Crosby is in front of you and Ovechkin
is behind you.” I was sad to see the Pens season come to an end, but it was amazing to watch them win back-to-back
cups and nine consecutive playoff series.
Time has certainly flown by for me this year! Megan and I recently celebrated our one-year wedding anniversary. We drove to Bedford Springs and enjoyed
hiking in the mountains and a local art and wine festival. It was a great chance
to enjoy time together and spend a few days outdoors. Later this year, we are
taking our first trip to the Pacific Northwest. We are very excited to be traveling
to Oregon with my cousin, Eric (Paul’s son), his wife Christie, who is from Oregon, and their always entertaining son, Max.
Over the last year, it has been very enjoyable to meet many of you in the
office. For those I haven’t spoken to yet, please do not hesitate to reach out to
Judy and schedule time for us to chat. I love hearing about all the wonderful
things our clients have done recently. As I hear about what our clients have
been doing, my personal bucket list keeps getting longer! Although I believe in
planning, I keep a reminder of a quote from motivational speaker Jim Rohn in
mind, “Happiness is not something you postpone for the future; it is something
you design for the present.”
I wish you all a wonderful summer!
All the best,
Michael
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Essential Oils Night
On Thursday, April 19, The Speakman Financial
Group hosted a new and exciting event, Wine & Wellness:
Essential Oils 101. Members of our staff were joined by 16
clients and guests, to enjoy a glass of wine and learn about
essential oils. Our guest speaker, Kayla Hersperger, is a
doTerra educator and yoga instructor. She shared many
of the health benefits and uses of a variety of essential oils
with us. Kayla discussed different ways to incorporate oils
into your daily life, whether looking for a natural cleaning
product, treating a sore muscle, or learning how certain
scents can change your mood! We hope that everyone in
attendance had fun making their own custom-blend rollerball and enjoyed their evening with us.

5 Tips for Overall Wellbeing
The following are ideas from the “must read” book Well Being: The Five Essential Elements By Tom Rath and Jim
Harter.
Social Wellbeing
Eat healthy food with people you enjoy being with. You can be the healthiest superfood eating human on the planet but
if you have strained relationships or a lack of a social circle, you’ll be missing a vital part of you overall wellbeing.
Physical Wellbeing
That’s a given. Physical activity that you enjoy should be practiced daily. This is what pumps your heart and keeps your
mind alive. The other part of physical wellbeing is eating very well which, I hate to say, is more misunderstood than ever.
However, I can say with certainty, it’s important to avoid processed foods, vegetable oils and refined forms of sugar of
any kind. Eat real, whole foods and remember that the whiter the bread (or anything else for that matter), the sooner
you’ll be dead (turnips and cauliflower are the exception).
Career Wellbeing
If you hate your job, then you’re in trouble. You’re likely releasing stress hormones at an unnecessary and damaging
level. For example, if you find your boss to be unpleasant to be around you are at a 24% higher risk of a serious heart
problem. Keep working for that boss for more than 4 years and the risk increases to 39%. You deserve a better boss, so
start interviewing one.
Community Wellbeing
Getting involved in your community shows altruism. Altruism feels good and is good for your health too. This is the
act of giving your time, your money or even your skills for free every now and again. It will reward you in ways that
money cannot.
Financial Wellbeing
Living in a wealthy country, with a decent job and a roof over your head usually means that you are financially okay. The
tip here has more to do with what you are spending your money on. Spending it on material things all the time makes you
happy temporarily but has no real lasting effect. On the other hand, spending your hard earned money on experiences
holds lasting positive memories that will make you feel good for years to come.
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AT YOUR SERVICE
Our address is:
THE SPEAKMAN FINANCIAL GROUP
PENN CENTER WEST TWO, SUITE 325
PITTSBURGH, PA 15276

Visit us online at:
www.speakmanfinancial.com
We have established a presence on
Facebook to enhance communication with our clients
and prospective clients regarding activities, special
events and timely information. Be sure to
follow us on Facebook and “Like” us.

Email: don@speakmanfinancial.com
Phone: 412-787-3373
Out of town: 866-752-6734
To schedule an appointment with Don, Charlene, or
Michael call Judy Elias Ext. 105

Securities and advisory services offered through
LPL Financial, a Registered Investment Advisor,
Member FINRA/SIPC.

If you are new to our office and would like to schedule
an appointment call Paul Speakman Ext. 104

686870
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